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EXAMINATION OF PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1951(EB5/44)：
DETAIIED DISCUSSION (continuation)
The CHAIRMAN called the meeting to order and welcomed Dr. Villarama.
He suggested that as the Assistant Director-General, Department

of Operational Services, would be absent after that day o m n g to her
attendance at other meetings, the discussion on advisory services should
take precedence.
M r . LINDSAY, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, asked for a few moments
at the end of -the sitting to discuss complications implicit in the
difference between money to be spent and money to be collected as far
as the I95I budget was concerned.
The CHAIRMAN drew attention to pages 22 and 25 .of document
EB5/44.
M r . ROSEMAN, adviser to Dr. Hyde, asked whether the Secretariat
could give a breakdown of the costs involved in (a), (b) and (c) on
page 22.
M r . SIEGEL said the information was available but he would be glad
to have a little time to produce it since the budget staff had vrorked
all night until 6 a.m. and some of them were at the present moment
getting some sleep.
Ths DIRECTOR-GENERAL, referring to "Regional Offices" on page 23,
stated that in view of the decision taken by the committee on the
previous day, cables had been sent to regional offices freezing staffs and
activities at the present level.

Er. NAZIF Bey felt that regional offices should be the last
•

'

i

operation to be restricted.

‘

Dr. VILLARAÍ/1A asked whether the action taken by the committee
meant that the Western Pacific Regional Office would not be
established.

.

The CHAIRMAN said the Executive Board must decide as to what
activities, if any, must be cut.
Advisory Services
The CHAIRMAN referred the committee to the estimates for
Operational Services page 138 of document EB5/44.
M r . ROSEMAN, adviser to Dr. Hydo, said that he had suggested
that some general idea should 'be given of the position which would
be created by 25%, 50% or 1%

cuts of the proposed additional staff.

He did not feel that it mattered whether the discussion centreed
on the 1950 or 1951 programme.
The CHAIRMAN called upon D r . Eliot to make a statement on
Advisory (Operational) Services.
D r

'

e l i o t

j Assistant Director-General,'Department of Operational

Services, said there was little difference between the programmes for
1950 and 1951.

In preparing the plans for 1950, stress had been

laid on the development of public-health administration and on the
social aspects of the programme.

It should be remembered that as

far as field action was concerned the advisory services to governments
were in a developmental stage and were something entirely new in
international health programmes； it was also the field of work in which
regional offices were mostly concerned.

Requests for advisory services

were far in excess of those for which it had been possible to budget.
It had been necessary, when planning the carrying over of the work into

1951^ to consider the implications of the coming into effect of the
Technical Assistance Progranme•

Health demonstration areas had been

covered, by the supplemental budget and plans had been made on the basis
of -what requirements "would be #ien the money was available to develop
this work properly.
With regard to staff, the chart on page 337 of document EB5/44
gave some particulars of staff at Headquarters and in the field； the
figures obtained overnight sho-yved that there were at present 84 pecplo
on Headquarters staff.

It Should be stressed that the advisory services

programme was a functional one not based on any particular organizational
structure.
New staff envisagedтегеas follows:
HEADQUARTERS
Division of Organization o£ Public Health Services
Twelve of the 24 new staff envisaged for 1950
this division.
It was

extremely

were allocated to

There was a definite commitment with regard to a director*
important that this division should be sot up as soon as

possible•
Public Health Administratioru

Two medical officers (one to organize the

work for health administration services, ono to develop the interests of
the Organization in the field of dental care) } one medical social worker
and one clerk wore still required,
Enviroraiontal Sanitation:

There was a commitment with regard to a chief

of section and it seemed essential that he should have an assistant so that
there would be two competent persons^ one responsible for field work and
one responsible for work at Headquarters and if one officer should be away
from Headquarters, the second would carry on the work there.

It had been

expected that this chief of soction -would have a technical analyst to
develop a now programme of action in this field.

The chief of section

had just been appointed and would come on duty during January.

The programme

was extremely important and he should be given some assistance ； if the .
budget were frozen at the present level the kind of assistance envisaged
would not be possible.
Nursing:

There т
г
е
г
о two public-health nurses on Headquarters staff at

the present time; the 1950 programme called for a chief of section in this
field.

This appointment was considered oxtrsmely important and it was

necessary for this group of three people to have a clerk-stenographer.
Division of Communicable Disease Sorvices

The 1950 programme included six additional staff members at Hoadquarters-^
no additional staff were envisaged for 1951;
Director's office:
Malaria：

technical analyst.

One No.2 medical officer.

There was no definite commitment but

enquiries had been made and it had been expected the appointment would be
made very shortly.
Venereal Diseases:

Medical officers were all on duty but in viaw of tho

importance of the т
л
ю
г
к it was considered that there should be a technical
analyst to assist in the work of collection and dissemination of information
through tho regional officos-

one more clerk-stenographer was also required

in this office.
Other Communicable Diseases： It was proposed that for 1950 provision
under this head should be extremely simple, with one medical officer
and a secretary,- there was no commitment but it was felt that this was
important work which should be done.

Division of Promotion of Health
Nutrition:

One additional medical officer and one technical analyst

were scheduled； there should be a N o . 2 officer so that the section chief
could be free to go into the field;

the 1950 programme in nutrition did

not call for any regional advisers and it was important that at Headquarters there should be one additional medical officer in the section.
Mental Health:

There were one medical officer, one technical

analyst and two clerk-stenographers；

there should be one additional

medical officer so that they could alternate in the field.
Division of Professional and Technical Education
It was felt that the director should have the services of a technical
analyst, and a secretary was also needed in the Educational Institutions
and Training Courses section.

There had been a proposal to combine

this section with the Fellowships section, but that would not dispense
with the need for an additional secretary.
The figure of 107 shown in the 1950 Headquarters column on page 337
of document EB5/44 included 11 clerk—stenographers， since a new arrangement had been made -whereby a certain nunber of clerk-stenographers would
be transferred from the general pool of the Organization to the department (on the basis of the amount of work previously carried out by the
pool for the department), аз it was felt that this would be a more
satisfactory and economical arrangement.
As to the implications of a 25多，50% or 15% cut in the contemplated
additions to staff, it was impossible to say exactly what these were and
only the Executive Board and the Assembly could decide as to priorities'
in a reduced programme.
IN THE FIELD
D r . Eliot said it was very difficult to give a clear picture of. the
position in the field;

requests for advisory services included requests
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for demonstration teams^ short-term consultants and additional advisers
for regional offices.

A t the present time there were 22 advisers

assigned to the regional offices or to the office for Europe;

14

additional advisers had been envisaged for 1950， six for 1951.
With regard to demonstration teams, five additional teams were
envisaged for 1950， four additional teams for 1951.
For consultants "consultant months

,f

were arranged whereby a certain

number of consultant months were assigned to each region.
now in Ecuador was assigned for three months;

The consultant

there had been a request

that he remain for another three months, but if staff were frozen at its
present level it would not be possible to accede to this request.

Up

to the present time it had been impossible to grant as many consultant
months as requested•
In the matter of field activities also it was impossible to say
what the position would be with a 25%, 50% or 15% cut in the contemplated
additions.

Governments asked for different kinds of services;

the

Health Assembly would have to decide which were to be given priority.
D r . van den BERG said he thought no one would wish to cut the
advisory services but if the money were not available some way out must
be found.

He was of the opinion that it was not in all cases necessary

to have a second medical man in the various sections:

it depended upon

the field of competence of the divisional director and cf other staff
in the sections;

there would be no great h a m in delaying the appoint-

ment of these second medical men.

It was probable that governments

would always ask for more demonstration teams than they expected to
receive.

With regard to regionalization, it was most important that

regional offices should develop the world over so that they could
co-operate in small groups of countries;

when development had reached

that stage it would be possible to do a lot more in this way than bysending out numbers of teams from Headquarters.

Dr, STAMPAR said that it was easier to adapt national finances
to programmes of expenditure than international finances.

It would be

a serious blow to the Organization if the level of expenditure were
reduced to $6,000,000 or even $5,000,000.

He felt that the high-speed

development of the central office of the Organization had in some cases
caused the engagement of persons who were not first-class for the
Advisory Services.

The function of giving advice to governments was a very-

difficult part of the Organization^ activities and the travel expenses
involved in sending teams to different countries were a most expensive item.
He felt it might be better to engage persons for those advisory Services at
the regional offices and let them remain there•
,�....•...

•

He felt that the programme outlined by Dr. Eliot was scientifically
and practically -workable, but that there should have been more
consideration for local needs.

Many requests would undoubtedly come from

all over the world for advice from the Department of Advisory Services,
but those requests should be studied most carefully and at present
activities should be limited to certain carefully selected fields•

ГЬ was

for instance necessary to ascertain厂 before giving a health demonstration
in any country, whether the government of that country would be able to
carry on the work afterwards•

His own country was very proud of its

membership of the Organization, in view of the importance of international
health activities, and was very grateful for the help it had received from
the Organization^

He nevertheless felt that a recommendation should be

made to the Health Assembly that the Executive Board be authorized to
revise the establishment of the budget for 1951 in accordance with the
receipt .of contributions from governments,
‘

*

‘

Dr. ELIOT, in reply to Mr, Hanson,, adviser to D r . 取 d e , said that the
disposition of the field teajns was as follows :
One public health administration tean. in Haiti, assisting a UNESCO
project; seven malaria teams in Asia and South-East Asia; one Tuboiv
culosis team in the Eastern Mediterranean Region arid one in the process of

recruitment for San Salvador^
Egypt;

one venereal-disease team in India _

one in

one maternal and child health team in India.

In reply to Mr. Roseman, adviser to D r . 取 d e , Dr. Eliot said that the
number of posts in the field under the Department of Advisory Services which
were airea办 occupied or committed was 73.

She agreed to a certain extent

“

with the remarks of Dr. van den Berg regarding the qualifications of a chief
of division in relationship to the work of the sections in his division, but
pointed out that other aspects had to be taken into consideration in the
question of engaging second medical officers for certain sections.'
•er

In the

Section, for instance, the programe involved giving advice not
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only to governments but also to UNICEF and at the moment it was under
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and in addition would be against the policy of keeping work in the field.'
With regard to the proper examination of requests from governments, Dr!
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Eliot said that in regional areas they were first examined by the Regional
Director and subsequently investigated by the regional adviser if they ware'
within his Priority subjects, and they were forwarded to Headquarters o n ^ Щ
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been necessary to restrict the work of the

department, to a v e i y great extent, to priority subjects.'

"
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In reply to Mr,

細*

Dr. KLiot said it was not at present

posai'Ле.со give the figures for requests which had been turned down
through technical and budgetary limitations of the department and
requests which had been turned down for other reasons.
Dr. STAÎ/iPAR asked for information regarding the Training Centre
for Biochemistry in Wroclaw, Poland, and the Training Centre for
Anaesthesiology in Prague, and was informed that both these centres
would begin operations in 1950.

It was intended that they should

receive students from any country in Europe but if artudents were rejected
for any reason, the Organization would do its best to place them in other
training centres.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that advisory services to governments were
generally within the priority fields.

This however was not the case in

respect of fellowships, of which a number had been awarded in non-priority
subjects.

In reoly to M r . Taljaard, adviser to Dr. Gear, he said that

there had been little concfcrn in the Organisation as to the percentage
distribution of staff and budget between the different regions.

Since

the level of public health, the (fensity of population, and other factors
varied considerably between the regions, such a percentage could only be
misleading.

Distribution of advisory services

depended on requests from

governments in the area and he felt that nothing could be more disastrous
f o r

t h e

Organization than for a situation to arise where the regional

areas were competing for the services of the Organization,
Dr. RAE, alternate to D r , Mackenzie, agreed

with the remarks of

the Director-General^ but thought th-t the conclusion might be drawn
f r o m

document EB5/44 that, while considerable programmes were planned

for areas where there were regional offices, areas without regional
offices had little or no programme.

He thought that the question of

reducing the expenditure of the Department of Advisory Services must
be left in the hands of the chief of the department, insofar as the
methods of reduction were concerncd.

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the difficulty in planning
programmes for areas where there was no regional office had been in
f

obtaining clearly-developed projects from the governments as a basis
for advice from the Organization,
Dr. HÏDS said that it was essential that the Organization should
make a real impact in the priority fields*

He was concerned m t h the

remarks of the Dire сtогЧте neral concerning the allocation of fellowships
and hoped that this p r o g r a m e would in future be focussed more exclusively
on the priority fields.

This was e v e n more important in the case of

training courses, which should always be directed towards the
strengthening of the national health services.
D r . STAIvSPAR said that although many fellowships had been devoted
to non-priority fields, it must be remembered that the costs had
been paid out of special UNRRA. funds •

Henceforth he thought that

governments should propose fellowships only for priority fields, since
the ençhasis of the advisory services of the Organization was on
strengthening public-health administration and preventive medicine rather
than upon clinical medicine, which was already of a sufficiently high
standard in many countries,

He thought that a resolution should be

taken by the Executive Board on these lines.

He was prepared to agree

that in exceptional cases the Director-Gencral should be authorized
to award f ellowships in non-priority fields to particularly prominent
students to enable them to go abroad for further study, but the
Organization should always make sure that the teaching required could
not be given at home, if necessary with the assistance of literature
provided by the Organization.
In reply to M r . Hanson, Mr, SIEGEL explained that the
split-up of the typing pool into the various departments had been
done with a view to keeping staff numbers at the lowest possible level-
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It was hoped that the new arrangement would enable sections to do without
the additional secretarial staff which they had requested.

He agreed that

there was a high ratio of secretarial to professional personnel, but
reminded the committee that this was essential in an international
organization where there were two working languages, where many persons
W e r e

e m

P

l Q

y

e d

w h o s e

na

"tive language was neither En-lish nor French, and

where documents had to be produced in both languages.

With regard to

page 142 of document EB5/44, he said that the seven posts indicated as
having been filled in 1949 had not all been occupied for the whole year.
Dr. ELIOT, in reply to Dr. van den Berg, said that travelling seminars
W e r e

t h e

responsibility of the Section of Educational Institutes and

Training Courses.

The travelling seminar in the field of public health

had been suggested by a regional office, althou-h in the past such seminars
had always been on clinical subjects.
Mr. HANSON said that document EB5/44, Add.l, pa^e 162, gave an axcellent
outline of methods of strengthening national health services.

He felt

that the "health demonstration area" plan was most valuable and should bo
put into operation as soon as possible, and he wondered whether it would
be feasible to develop this type of work in spite of a reduced budget.
Dr. ELIOT said that the estimated budget would not permit the creation of
health demonstration areas but it would permit the sending of re-ional
advisers to strengthen special demonstration projects in areas which could
later become health demonstration areas when sufficient money was available.
It was hoped in this way to set up the nucleus of the three health
demonstration areas for 他ich budget provision had been made in the e x p a n d ^
programme of technical assistance.
Mr. LINDSAY, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, said that the term "budget"
was normally accepted to mean two things;

firstly, the basis of assessments

of governments, and secondly the amount the Organization would have to spend.

It was however now clear that the amount the Organization would have to
spend must be expressed as a percentage of the budget, and he suggested
that the term "programme cost" should be used when referring to this sum.
Previous references therefore in the committee to a $6,000,000 budget
actually referred to a $6,000,000 .programme cost, and he felt that in view
of the criticism b y tiie United Nations and as a result of devaluation it
was possible that the Third Health Assembly would only vote a $6,000,000
budget,
Mr. SIEGSL said that with regard to the first paragraph on page 22 of
document EB5/44, figures were now available for the actual increases.
They were as follows :
In sub-paragraph (a), $158,277;
in sub-paragraph (c), ^31,697.

in sub-paragraph (b), $144,86lj

and

The present rate of expenditure of the

Organization was slightly under $6,300,000.

This figure was based on

existing staff and staff to whom commitments had been made, and included
staff allowances, costs of services, e tc«
The committee rose at 12.30 p.m.
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EXAMINATION OF PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMA.TES FOR 1951(EB5/ ^):
DETAItED DISCUSSION (continuation)

.

The CHAIRMAN called the meeting to order and welcomed Dr. Villarama.
He suggested that as the Assistant Director-General, Department

.

of Operational Services, would be absent after that day o m n g to her
attendance at other meetings, the discussion orí advisory services should
take precedence.
Mr. LIHDSAY, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, asked for a few moments
at the end of the sitting to discuss complications implicit in the
difference between money to be spent and money to be collected as far
as the I95I budget was concernedj

.

The CHAIRMAN, drew attention to pages 22 and 25 of document
EB5/44.
Mr. ROSEMAN, adviser to D r . 取 d e , asked whether the Secretariat
could give a breakdovm of the costs involved in (a), (b) and '(c) on
page 22.
Mr. SIEGEL,
Secretary, said the information was available but he would be glad
to have a little time to produce it since the budget staff had worked
all night until 6 a.ia ‘ and seme of them were at the present moment
getting some sleep.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, referring to "Regional Offices" on page 23,
stated that in view of the decision taken by the committee on the
previous
day^
had been
ssnt to regional offices freezing staffs and
aotivities
at cables
the present
level.

Dr. NAZIF Bey felt that regional offices should be the last
operation to be restricted.
Dr. VILLAmCA. asked whether the action taken by the committee
meant that' the Western Pacific Regional Office would not be
established.
»

»

The CHAIRMAN said the Executive Board must decide as to what
activities, if any, must be cut.
Advisory Services
The CHAIRMAN referred "Wie committee to the estimates for
Operational Services page 138 of document EB5/44.
Шт. Е08ЮШ1 said

that he had suggested

that some general idea should be given of the position which would
be created by 2 % , 50% or 75% cuts of the proposed additional staff.
He did not feel that it mattered whether the discussion centreed
on the 1950 or 1951 programme.
The CHAIRMAN called upon D r . Eliot to make a statement on
Advisory (Operational) Services.
Dr. ELIOT, Assistant Director-General, Department of Operational
Services, said there was little difference between the programmes for
1950 and 1951.

In preparing the plans for 1950, stress had been

laid on the development of public-health administration and on the
social aspects of the programne.

It should be remembered that as

far as field action was concerned the advisory services to governments
were in a developmental stage and were something entirely new in
international health programmes,'

it was also the field of work in which

regional offices were mostly concerned.

Requests for advisory services

were far in excess of those for which it had been possible to budget.
It had been secessary, when planning the carrying over of the work into

1951, to consider the implications of the coming into effect of the
Technical Assistance Progranme.

Health demonstration areas had been

covered by the supplemental budget and plans had been made on the basis
of "what requirements "vrould be #ien the money ；was available to develop
this work properly.
With regard to staff, the chart on page 337 of document EB5/44
gave some particulars of staff at Headquarters and in the field;

the

figures obtained overnight s h o ^ d that there were at present 84 people
on Headquarters staff,

?

It shoald be stressed that the

advisory

services ‘
•

programme was a functional one not based on any particular organizational
structure.
New staff envisaged were as follows s

•

HSADQüARTEríS

Division of prgani2atjon of Public Health, Services
Twelve of the 24 new staff envisaged for 1950
this division.

were allocated to

There was a deiinite commitment with regard to a director.

It was extremely important that this division should be sot up as soon as
possible.
Public Health Administrationi

Two medical officers (one to organize the

ж>гк for health administration services, one to develop the interests of
the Organization in the field of dental- care) y one medical social worker
and one clerk wore still required.
Environmontal Sanitation:

There-was a commitment with regard to a chief

of section and it seemed essential that he should have an assistant so that
there would be two competent persons, one responsible for field work and
one responsible for work at Headquarters and if one officer should be away
V

from Headquarters, the second "would carry on the work there.

pt had been

expected that this chief of section TOuld have a technical analyst to
develop a new ipx ogramme of action in this field.

The chief of section

EB5/AF/Min/ll Rev. 1
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had just been appointed and would come on duty during January.. «Uie p r o g r a m e
was extromoly important and he should be given some assistance j if th ：..
budget vrers frozen at the present level the kind of assistance envisaged
would not be possible.
Nursing：

There vrerc two public-health nurses on Headquarters staff at

the present time； the 1950 programme called for a chief of section in this
field.

This appointment was considered axtrsmoly important and it 观s

necessary for this group of three people to have a clerk-stenographer.
Division of Communicable Disoasc Services
The 1950 programme included six additional staff roembars a t Haadquarteis
no additional staff were- envisaged for 1951;
Director's office:
Malaria:

technical analyst.

One No.2 medical officsr.

There was no definite c o m i t o e n t but

enquiries had been made and it had been expected tho appointment would be
•made very shortly.
Venereal Discasos:

Medical officers were all on duty but in viaw of the

importance of theтогкit was considered that there should be a technical
analyst to assist in the work of collection and dissemination of information
through tho regional offices； ono mor^ clcrk-stenographer was also required
in this office.
0 t h e r

.

Conmiunicable Diseases： It was proposed that for 195o provision

under this head should bo extremely- simple, with ono medical officer
and a secretary j there was no coiraniteient but it was felt that this was
imoortant irork i^iioh should be done.

Division of Promotion of Health
Nutritions

One additional medical officer and. one technical analyst

were scheduled;

there should be a N o . 2 officer so that the section chief

could, be free to go into the field;

the 1950 programme in nutrition did

not call for' any regional advisers and it was important that at Headquarters there should be one additional medical officer in the section,
л

Mental Health： There were one medical officer, one technical
analyst and two clerk-stenographers;

there should be one additional

medical officer so that they could alternate in the field.
Division of Professional and Technical Education
It was felt that the director should have the services of a technical
analyst, and a secretary was also needed in the Educational Institutions
and Training Courses section•‘

There had been a proposal to combine
\

this section with the Fellowships section, but that would not dispense
with the need for an additional secretary.
.The figure of 107 shown in the 1950 Headquarters column on page 337
oí document EB5/44 included 11 clerk-stenographers， since a new arrangement had been made "whereby, a certain number of clerk-stenographers would
be transferred from the general pool of the Organization to the départa n t (on the basis of the amount of work previously carried out by the
pool for the department), as it was felt that this would, be a more
satisfactory and. economical arrangement.
As to the implications of a 25多，50% от 15% cut in the contemplated
additions to staff, it was impossible to say exactly what these were and
only the Executive Board and the Assembly could decide as to priorities
in a reduced programme.
IN THE FIELD
D r , Eliot said it was very difficult to give a clear picture of- the
position in the field;

requests for advisory services included requests

for demonstration teams, short-term consultants and additional advisers
regional offices»

At the present time there were 22 advisers

assigned to the regional offices or to the office for Europe j

14

additional advisers had been envisaged for 1950, six for 1951.
With regard to demonstration teams, five additional teams were
envisaged for 1950, four additional teams for 1951.
For consultants "consultant aonths» were arranged whereby a certain
nuniber of consultant months were assigned to each region.
now in Ecuador was assigned for three months;

The consultant

there had been a request

that he remain for another three months, hut if staff were frozen at its
present level it would not be possible to accede to this

request.

Up

to the present time it had been impossible to grant as many consultant
months as requested.
In the matter of field activities also it was impossible to say
what the position would be with a 25%, 50% or 15% cut in tile contemplated
.

additions.

• ‘
‘；

•

Governments asked for different kinds of services;
. . .

•

the

.

Health Assembly would have to decide which were to be given priority.
D r . vari den BERG said he thought no one would wish to cut the
'

.

•

‘ •
•.

•

•

advisory services but if the money were not available some way out must
be found.

He was of the opinion that it was not in all cases necessary

to have a second medical man in the various sections:

it depended upon

the field of competence of the divisional director and of other staff
in the sections;

there would be no great harm in delaying the appoint»

ment of these second medical men.

It was probable that governments

would always ask for more demonstration teams than they expected to
receive.

With regard to r egionalization, it was most important that

regional offices should develop the world over sc that they could
co-operate in small groups of countries;

when development had reached

that stage it would be possible to do a lot mere in this way than by
sending out numbers of teams from Headquarters.

Dr. STAMPAR said that it was easier to .adapt national finances
to programmes of expenditure than international finances.

It would be

a serious blow to the Organization if the level of expenditure were
reduced to $6,000,000 or even $5,000,000.

He felt that the high-speed

development of the central office of the Organization had in some cases
caused the engagement of persons who were not first-class for the
Advisory Services.

The function of giving advice to governments was a very

difficult part of the Organization's activities and the travel expenses
involved in sending teams to different countries were a most expensive item.
He felt it might be better to engage persons for those advisory services at
the regional offices and let them remain there.
He felt that the programme outlined by Dr, Eliot was scientifically
and practically workable, but that there should have been more
consideration for local needs.

Many requests would undoubtedly come from

all over the world for advice from the Department of Advisory Services,
but those requests should be studied most carefully and at present
activities should be limited to certain carefully selected fields.

It was

for instance necessary to ascertain, before giving a health demonstration
in any country, whether the government of that country would be able to
carry on the work afterwards.

His own country wasтегуproud of its

membership of the Organization, in view of the importance of international
health activities, and was very grateful for the help it had received from
the Organization.

He nevertheless felt that a recommendation should be

made to the Health Assembly that the Executivo Board be authorized to
revise the establishment of the budget for 1951 in accordance with the
receipt of contributions from governments.
*

‘

.

Dr. ELIOT, in reply to Mr.. Hanson, adviser to Dr.

said that the

disposition of the field teams was as follows :
0ns public health administration tean in Haiti, assisting a UNESCO
projectj seven malaria teams in Asia and South-East Asia; one Tuboi>culosis team in the Eastern Mediterranean Region and one in the process of
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recruitment for San Salvadorj
Egypt;

one venereal-disease team in India and one in

one maternal and child health team in India.
*

»

.

*

• In reply to M r c й^ипа:^

Dr„ Eliot said that the

number of posts in the field under the Department of Advisory Services which
*

were already occupied or committed was 73»

She agreed to a certain extent

with the remarks of Dr. van den Berg regarding the qualifications of a chief
of division in relationship to the work of the sections in his division, but
pointed out that other aspects had to be taken into consideration in ths
question of engaging second medical officars for certain sections.

In the

Tuberculosis Section, for instance, the programme involved giving advice not
only to governments but also to UNICEF and at the moment it was under
discussion whether the Organization should take on responsibility for the ВСG
programme since the Scandinavian countries did not wish to carry this
programme into other parts of the w)rld.

If that operation were feasible and

money could be made available from UNICEF funds^ it was very important that
the Organization should accept this responsibility, which would naturally
*

involve a considerable amount of work,

In the Malaria Section, there were three

field advisers responsible in their own regions for advising the Regional
Director and governments on control programmes•

It seemed essential that there

should be two medical officers at Headquarters to plan those ,programmes since
malaria control, having been made a first priority by the First Health Assembly^
would undoubtedly be one of the largest, parts of. the O r g a n i z a t i o n ^ work #

The

suggestion that a regional adviser might be brought temporarily to Headquarters
to take the place of a chief of section who w这s visiting thQ field might be a
possible solution but would not be either very econoTnical or very satisfactory,
：*
_
and in addition would be against the policy of keeping work in the field»
.

.

‘

‘

With regard to the proper examination of requests from governments^ Dr.
Eliot said that in regional areas they were first examined by the Regional
Director and subsequently investigated by the regional adviser if they were
within his priority subjects， and they were forwarded to Headquarters only in
cases of real need.

It had hitherto been necessary to restrict the work of the

department, to a very great extent^ to priority subjects.
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In reply to Mr, R o s m a n , Dr. Eliot said it was not at present
possible tc give the figures for requests which had been turned down
through technical and budgetary limitations of the department and
requests which had been turned down for other reasons.
Dr. STAMPAR asked for information regarding the Training Centre
for Biochemistry in Wroclaw, Poland, and the Training Centre for
Anaesthesiology in Prague, and was informed that both these centres
would begin operations in 1950.

It was intended that they should

receive students from ary country in Europe but if students were rejected
for any reason, the Organization would do its best to place them in other
training centres.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said'that advisory services to governments were
generally within the priority fields.

This however was not the case in

respect of fellowships, of which a number had been awarded in non-priority
subjects.

In reply to M r . Taljaard, adviser to Dr. Gear, he said that

there had been little concfern in the Organization as to the percentage
'distribution of staff and budget between the different regions.

Since

the level of public health, the ctensity of population, and other factors
varied considerably between the regions, such a percentage could only be
misleading.

Distribution of advisory services depended on requests from

governments in the area ащ! he felt that nothing could be more disastrous
for the Organization than for a situation to arise where the regional
areas were competing for the services of the Organization.
Dr. RAE, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, agreed

with the .remarks of

the Director-General, but thought that the conclusion might be drawn
from document EB5/44 that, while considerable programmes were planned
for areas where there were regional offices^ areas without, regional
offices had little or no programme.

He thought that the question of

reducing the expenditure of the Department of Advisory Services must
be left in the hands of the chief of the department, insofar as the
methods of reduction were concerned.

Rev, 1

ïhe DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the difficulty in planning〜
programmes for areas where there was no regional office had'been in
obtaining clearly-developed project^frtxiujtha^goveriimeiits

a basis

for advice from the Organization.
Dr. HÏDE said that it was essential that the Organization should
make a real impact in the priority fields•

He was concerned with the

remarks of the Director-General concerning the allocation of fellowships
and hoped that this prograume would in future be focussed more exclusively
•

on the priority fields.

>

*

This was even more important in the case of

training courses, which should always be directed towards the
strengthening of the national health services.
Dr. STAMPAR said that although many fellowships had been devoted
to non-priority fields, it must be remembered that the costs had
been paid out of special UNRRâ funds.

Henceforth he thought that

governments should propose fellowships only for priority fields, since
the ençhasis of the advisory services of the Organization was on
strengthening public-health administration and preventive medicine rather
than upon clinical medicine., which was already of a sufficiently high
standard in тагу countries.

He thought that a resolution should be

taken by the Executive Board on these lines.

He was prepared to agree

that in exceptional cases the Director-Genôral should be authorized
to award fellowships ij^i non-priority fields to particularly prominent
students to enable them to go abroad for further study, bat the
Organization should always iiiake sure that the teaching required could
not be given at home, if necessary with the assistance of literature
provided by the Organization.
the
In reply to M r . Hanson, /SECRETARY explained that the
split-up of the typing pool into the various departments had been
done with a view to keeping staff numbers at the lowest possible level.

It was hoped that the new arrangement would enable sections to do without
the additional secretarial staff which they had requested.

He agreed that

there was a high ratio of secretarial to professional personnel, but
reminded the committee that this was essential in an international
organization where there were two working; languages, where many persons
were employed whose native language was neither English nor French, and
where documents had to be produced in both languages.

With regard to

page 142 of document EB5/44, he said that the seven posts indicated as
having been filled in 1949 had not all been occupied for the whole year.
D r . ELIOT, in reply to Dr. van den Berg, said that travelling seminars
were the responsibility of the Section of Educational Institutes and
Training Courses.

The travelling seminar in the field of public health

had been suggested b y a regional office, althou-h in the past such seminars
»

had always been on clinical subjects.
M r . HANSON said that document ЕБ5/44, Add.l, pa^e 1в2, gave an excellent
outline of methods of strengthening national health services.

He felt

that the "health demonstration arsa" plan was most valuable and should be
put into operation as soon as possible, and he wondered whether it would
be feasible to develop this type of work in spite of a reduced budget.
Dr

« ЕИОТ said that the estimated budget would not permit the creation of

health demonstration areas but it would permit the sending of regional
advisers to strengthen special demonstration projects in areas which could
later become health demonstration areas when sufficient money was available.
It was hoped in this way to set up tbe nucleus of the three health
demonstration areas for #iich bud-et provision had been made in the expanded
programme of technical assistance.
M r . LIUDSAY said that the term "budget"
was normally accepted to mean two thingsj

firstly, the basis of assessments ‘

of governments, and secondly the amount the Organization would have to spend.

It w a s , however^ now clear that the amount the Organization would have to
spend would be less than the amount assessed, and he suggested that the term
"programme cost" should be used when referring to this smaller sum.
references in the committee that morning to a
references to a $5^000^000 programme cost.

Previous

000，000 budget were therefore
The $7,000,000 budget for 1950

had been carried by a very small majority and he felt that in view of the
criticism by the United Nations and as a result of devaluation it was probable
that the Third Health Assembly would only vote a 翁6,000，000 budget.
The SECRETARY said that with regard to the first paragraph on page 22
of document EB5/44, figures wore now available for the actual increases•
They were as follows:
工n sub_paragraph (a), ^158,277； in sub-paragraph (b), $144^861 ； and
in sub-paragraph (c)， $31^697•

The present rate of expenditure of the
0

Organization was slightly under 16,300,000.

This figure was based on

existing staff and staff to whom commitments had been made， and included
staff allowances, costs of services， etc.
The committee rose at 12,30 p«m>

